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**Should vs. Would Rather Exercise**

**Directions:** Look at the two listed activities. Create a compound sentence where you state what you should do and what you would rather do.

For example: visit my grandmother/go out with my friends  
*I should visit my grandmother, but I would rather go out with my friends.*

1. see a movie/do my laundry  
2. clean the bathroom/call my best friend  
3. work in my garden/pay bills  
4. take my daughter to the zoo/cook dinner  
5. eat dinner at home/go to a restaurant  
6. get to work on time/take a nap and go in late  
7. travel to Hawaii/go to Disneyland  
8. finish my project/read a magazine  
9. pack my boxes to move/hire a moving company  
10. buy a dog/save my money.

Write your sentences...

1.  
2.  
3.  
4.  
5.  
6.  
7.  
8.  
9.  
10.  
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